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Our Vision for Inclusion
Create an inclusive culture wherein we 
truly own all students’ growth and 
collaborate in order to design and 
implement a rigorous, accessible and 
equitable instructional program. Our 
multi-year journey.
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cWxpdMh6xUfsXyHIGCt5LJiIsllXIqjiPHxRSd0XMmY/edit?usp=sharing


Our Why
One student’s story…
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Power of Inclusion: Our WHY

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1S_CqGA9_4F8owARFnQ2wMdRytasUB3Yj/view


What does it mean that McMicken is a demo site 
for INclusive practice?
⊹ Research partnership with UW

⊹ Process for piloting the demo site concept and 
modeling best practices in inclusive education

⊹ Appreciative Inquiry protocol

⊹ Continuous reflection and innovation 

⊹ Implementation of a “Flexible Delivery Model”
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Stepping Stones to Inclusion
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You Are An Inclusive Educator When:
1) You teach to the whole child.
2) When you provide culturally responsive instruction
3) Provide ALL students access to cognitive rigor, 

content and mastery experiences
4) Develop students as empowered learners
5) Cultivate relationships and credibility with students 

and families
6) Provide strong SEL supports
7) Implement impactful Tier 1 instruction
8) See the strengths in EVERY student
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Key structures that promote inclusion
⊹ Double dose “Success Groups” that allow for all students to 

access core instruction while still getting responsive 
instruction

⊹ Highly effective Tier I instructional practices

⊹ Co-teaching pilot and scaling to more grade levels and 
teams

⊹ Strong PLC and DAP practices (ALL means ALL)

⊹ Consistent SEL/SEAD routines and supports

⊹ Teacher leadership (SEL, VL, Content Areas, SLT, etc.)

⊹ Master schedule support of inclusion goals

⊹ Collaborative planning release days for PLCs
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Master Schedule Driven by Inclusion Goals
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LRC Journey
⊹ Success Groups allow for students to remain in core instruction and ALL 

students get their needs met.

⊹ 2016-17 Co-Teaching pilot with Naomi and Sarah 

⊹ 2017-present Co-Teaching scaled (including Coaches, Interventionists, Gen-Ed 
partnerships)

⊹ Increased collaboration and use of UDL/Inclusive supports in Gen Ed 
classrooms

⊹ Looking ahead: Push in and inclusion coaching model implemented

⊹ Flexible delivery with EBC, LRC and IK

⊹ Continued integration of UDL into content areas
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CO-Teaching Successes-Students
⊹ Exposure to being in a general education classroom

⊹ Access to rigorous, grade-level content

⊹ Generalizing skills taught in the EBC program to other 
environments and with other adults

⊹ Peer models

⊹ Authentic friendships and learning partnerships

⊹ ALL students get exposure to working with all types of 
learners
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CO-Teaching Successes-Teachers
⊹ Ability to support general education students

⊹ Learning how a general education classroom operates

⊹ Access to general education curriculum and how it is 
taught (pacing, strategies, etc.)

⊹ Increased involvement in grade level PLCs and in the 
school professional learning community as a whole.

⊹ General education teacher learns differentiation/UDL and 
behavior management strategies
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Co-Teaching testimonial
Our students are rocking it with so much more 
personalized instruction. We have chapter tests and 
iReady results to show it. I feel so much more 
confident managing different kinds of behaviors and 
having more than one adult in the classroom allows 
for new ideas and more small groups. Co- teaching 
takes a lot of planning, but it is so much fun!

–General Education Teacher, 4th/5th grade co-teacher
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The students and teachers speak for themselves
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http://drive.google.com/file/d/1ELMXli8q_tw8a8ePiEYaAqFdd4jqrFF5/view


“ It feels different this year, it feels

better because we get to stay in class

and now we feel part of the group.

Other years we had to leave the class

and do work somewhere else. Now we have 

what we need with our class and we don't miss out

on the cool stuff in class.

-Former 4th Grade Cougar
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Ingetrated Kindergarten Journey
⊹ Launched our first IK program in 

2019-20

⊹ Goal (district) is to promote 
more access for students in their 
neighborhood schools.*

⊹ Moved to a co-taught model this 
year.

⊹ Moving into 2021-22 we are 15



Key Findings
Growth

We saw an steady 
increase in iReady 
Diagnostic and SBA 
comparison data. 
There was a reported 
increase in number 
of students in co-
taught classrooms 
who met their IEP 
goals.

Collaboration

Students reported 
feeling more 
confident and 
engaged. Teachers 
showed increased use 
of accommodations 
and reported more 
shared ownership 
over student 
outcomes.

Impact

After 3 years of hard 
work, McMicken 
was officially 
removed from Focus 
Status with the state 
of Washington.
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SBA 2019 Comparison for IDEA: 
Co-taught Content Grades/Content Areas
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One Story Revisited
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Rc8tpzPBo-WWays_xVLBv5l0fvtDjnff/view?usp=sharing


OUr journey is ongoing!
What’s next in terms of implementing our vision and 
support from here?

⊹ Continue as demo site, learn from other demo sites

⊹ District inclusive focus

⊹ Onboarding new programming

⊹ Fully flexible delivery service model
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Thanks!
Any questions?
You can find me at:

⊹ alex.haas@highlineschools.org
⊹ 206-550-9460 (work cell)
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Diagrams and infographics
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Free templates for all your presentation needs

Ready to use, 
professional and 

customizable

100% free for personal 
or commercial use

Blow your audience 
away with attractive 

visuals

For PowerPoint and 
Google Slides
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https://www.slidescarnival.com/?utm_source=template
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